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Abstract
We describe some remarkable properties of the so-called Information Metric on
instanton moduli space. This Metric is manifestly gauge and conformally invariant
and coincides with the Euclidean AdS5-metric on the one-instanton SU(2) moduli
space for the standard metric on R4. We propose that for an arbitrary boundary
metric the AdS/CFT bulk space-time is the instanton moduli space equipped with
the Information Metric.
To test this proposal, we examine the variation of the instanton moduli and the
Information Metric for first-order perturbations of the boundary metric and obtain
three non-trivial and somewhat surprising results: (1) The perturbed Information
Metric is Einstein. (2) The perturbed instanton density is the corresponding mass-
less boundary-to-bulk scalar propagator. (3) The regularized boundary-to-bulk
geodesic distance is proportional to the logarithm of the perturbed instanton den-
sity. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation implied by (3) equips the moduli space with a
rich geometrical structure which we explore.
These results tentatively suggest a picture in which the one-instanton sector of
SU(2) Yang-Mills theory (rather than some large-N limit) is in some sense holo-
graphically dual to bulk gravity.
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1 Introduction
A large amount of work has been done on the AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3, 4],
in particular in the context of supergravity on AdS5 × S5 and its dual relationship to
N = 4 SU(N) super Yang-Mills theories on the boundary of AdS5 in the large N limit.
It was realized early on that instantons of the boundary gauge theory play a central
role in this correspondence [5].
In particular, in a very interesting series of papers, Dorey et al [6] were able to compute
non-perturbative corrections due to Yang-Mills instantons and show that in the bulk
AdS5 × S5 they correspond to the contributions of D(-1)-brane instantons in type IIB
theory to the R4 couplings. What is remarkable is that, in the large N saddle point
approximation, the single super-instanton moduli space collapses to AdS5 × S5 with
AdS5 arising as the instanton number k = 1 SU(2) moduli space. This work was
generalized to other situations with less supersymmetry. For example, in N = 2 theories
arising in Type I’ D3 branes, the Yang-Mills instanton sees the relevant bulk geometry
AdS5 × S5/Z2 as well as the geometry of D-7 branes appearing in the Type I’ vacuum
[7]. Related D-instanton probe calculations appear in [8].
These results suggest that Yang-Mills instantons are a good probe of the bulk geometry
in general. More precisely, the instanton moduli space in the large N saddle point limit
becomes the bulk geometry. In particular the AdS5 coordinates are provided by the
position and the scale of the instanton, with zero scale (UV regime) being the boundary
of AdS5 and large scale (IR regime) being the deep interior. In obtaining this, one
integrates out the zero modes corresponding to the gauge orientation of the instanton
in SU(N) (whose number grows linearly with N) leaving effectively just the moduli
associated with SU(2) instantons. The details of the internal space (such as S5) depend
on the R-symmetry of the problem and hence the number of supersymmetries. These
coordinates appear explicitly as certain bilinears of fermionic zero modes.
In the light of these results it is natural to ask if the feature that instanton moduli space
gives rise to the bulk geometry persists in situations where Yang-Mills theory on the D3-
branes couples to non-trivial bulk field backgrounds. For example, if the 4-dimensional
space-time on which Yang-Mills theory lives is curved, then does the instanton moduli
space give rise to the deformed AdS5 which is Einstein and whose metric approaches
the 4-dimensional metric as one goes to the boundary? The AdS/CFT correspondence
together with the instanton probe idea would suggest that this is the case. The purpose
of this paper is to study this problem.
As mentioned earlier, in the large N saddle point effectively only the moduli associated
with SU(2) instantons survive. We will therefore analyze this problem by directly
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working with these SU(2) instantons. The first question to settle is what is the metric
on the k = 1 SU(2) instanton moduli space one should consider. Even in the flat case
this is not a priori clear as the usual L2-metric on the moduli space will clearly not
give rise to the AdS5 metric. Indeed the isometries of AdS5 are related to conformal
invariance on the boundary while the L2-metric is not conformally invariant.
Remarkably, there exists a metric on the moduli space, called the Information Met-
ric, first suggested in the moduli space context in [9], which is manifestly gauge and
conformally invariant. It is defined by
GAB(y) ∼
∫ √
gd4x F 2(x; y)∂A log F
2(x; y)∂B log F
2(x; y) . (1.1)
Here ∂A is the derivative with respect to the instanton moduli y
A and F 2(x; y) is short-
hand for the instanton density. It follows from symmetry arguments [9] or by explicit
calculation (section 2.2) that for the flat metric on R4 this metric, in fact, gives the
k = 1 SU(2) instanton moduli space the geometry of AdS5.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a central role for the Information Metric on
instanton moduli space in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Specifically,
we propose that for an arbitrary boundary metric the AdS/CFT bulk space-time is the
instanton moduli space equipped with the Information Metric.
Our aim is thus to study instanton solutions on a curved 4-dimensional space (which
is topologically R4 or S4) and compute the corresponding Information Metric on the
moduli space. For a general boundary metric this is a difficult task. So to test the
proposal, we examine the variation of the instanton moduli and the instanton density
F 2 and the induced variation of the Information metric for first-order perturbations of
the boundary space-time metric away from the (conformally) flat metric. We obtain a
number of interesting and technically as well as mathematically quite surprising results,
namely that to this first order in the metric perturbation
1. the Information metric is Einstein and approaches the perturbed space-time metric
on the boundary - in other words, the variation of the Information Metric is the
boundary-to-bulk graviton propagator;
2. for this perturbed bulk metric, the perturbed instanton density F 2(x; y) is the
boundary-to-bulk massless scalar propagator from the point x at the boundary to
the point y in the bulk;
3. the regularized geodesic distance between a point x at the boundary and an ar-
bitrary point in the interior labelled by the instanton moduli y is proportional to
the logarithm of the perturbed instanton action density F 2(x; y).
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We also show that result (2) and (3) above imply (1) to first order, and that to the second
order not all the three results above can simultaneously hold. It would be interesting
to see what exactly happens at the next order, but the techniques used in this paper
are too cumbersome to apply.
The fact that these results are true to first order by itself is quite remarkable. (1)
already shows that the Information Metric is the ‘correct’ bulk metric to first order
in the metric perturbation. And (2) and (3) show that it is indeed extremely natural
to think of the bulk metric as the Information Metric on the instanton moduli space.
It somehow suggests that self-dual solutions with instanton number k = 1 of SU(2)
Yang-Mills theory are holographically dual to bulk gravity theory, with the choice of
Information metric being dictated by 4-dimensional conformal invariance which (as in
string theory) implies the bulk (target-space) Einstein equations. We will comment on
this scenario in the conclusion.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the Information metric
for the unperturbed case. We will see that for the unperturbed case all the three results
stated above are true. We will also obtain some useful identites that will be used later
in the paper. In section 3, we discuss the first order correction to the instanton solution
and compute the corresponding correction to the Information metric. We will show
that all the three results hold up to this order. In section 4, we discuss the general
structure of the geometry of moduli space implied by the result (3) or, more precisely,
by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation following from it. We will then explore the relations
between the above three facts and in particular show that result (1) is implied by (2)
and (3). We will also obtain certain harmonic coordinates on the moduli space which
are expressed in terms of the action density and its x-derivatives. Our results certainly
raise more questions than they answer, so in section 5 we address some of these issues.
2 The Information Geometry of the Unperturbed Instanton Mod-
uli Space M0
2.1 The Information Metric on the Instanton Moduli Space
The most important property of the Information Metric
GAB(y) ∼
∫ √
gd4x F 2(x; y)∂A logF
2(x; y)∂B logF
2(x; y)
=
∫ √
gd4x
∂AF
2(x; y)∂BF
2(x; y)
F 2(x; y)
(2.1)
(F 2 ∼ gµαgνβF aµνF aαβ - later on we will fix the precise normalizations we are going to use)
for our purposes is that it inherits all the space-time symmetries of the instanton density
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and equations. In particular, it is completely gauge invariant and hence degenerate
along the directions in the moduli space corresponding to global gauge rotations. It
also depends only on the conformal structure, i.e. the conformal equivalence class of the
space-time metric gµν . This is manifest from the expression (2.1) as both
√
gF 2 and
the logarithmic derivatives of F 2 are conformally invariant.
This construction of a metric on the instanton moduli space is a special case of a general
construction of a metric on a space of probability densities. This Fisher Information
Metric has numerous applications in statistics and probability theory - for details and
references see e.g. [10, 11].
Clearly (2.1) is rather different from the standard L2-metric
gAB(y) ∼
∫ √
gd4x gµν(x)∂AA
a
µ(x; y)∂BA
a
ν(x; y) (2.2)
on the instanton moduli space which is not conformally invariant but is non-degenerate
in the direction of global gauge moduli.
The properties described above make the Information Metric an extremely natural ob-
ject to consider when studying the geometry of moduli spaces. However, these attractive
features are somewhat offset by the fact that it appears to be quite difficult in general
to establish if or when the Information Metric is non-degenerate (as defined in (2.1) it
only gives a semi-positive-definite quadratic form) and this may be the reason why it
has received little attention in the differential-geometric context - the only articles we
are aware of are [9, 12, 10].
Moreover, even if one can prove in certain cases that the Information Metric is in-
deed non-degenerate, an explicit or reasonably general closed form expression for the
inverse metric is hard to come by. For the same reason, calculations of the curvature
of the metric are difficult and practically nothing seems to be known in cases where
the Information Metric is not known explicitly. Here we will bypass this problem (and
determine the curvature of the Information Metric, among other things) by working
with a perturbation of the Information Metric around a known background.
2.2 Explicit Evaluation of the Information Metric on M0
Let us now consider specifically the Information Metric on the instanton moduli space
Mk=1(R4, SU(2)) of k = 1 instantons on R4 with the standard metric. We will denote
this space by M0, the subscript indicating that this is the moduli space associated to
the standard flat metric on R4 or (by conformal invariance) the standard round metric
on S4.
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This space is known to be five-dimensional, with the topology of a ball, thus parametrized
by five moduli, namely four coordinates aµ (the centre of the instanton) and one scale
ρ. As the instanton equations are invariant under conformal SO(5, 1) transformations
of R4, the conformal group acts via isometries on M0 equipped with the Information
Metric. Thus, the argument goes [9], the Information Metric is the (unique up to a
scale) SO(5, 1)-invariant metric on the five-ball, i.e. the hyperbolic (Euclidean AdS)
metric. Let us check this explicitly.
Explicit expressions for the field strength (in the regular gauge) and the instanton
density as functions of the moduli yA = (ρ, aµ) are
F aµν(x; ρ, a
µ) = −4ηaµν
ρ2
[(x− a)2 + ρ2]2 (2.3)
trF 2(x; ρ, aµ) = 96
ρ4
[(x− a)2 + ρ2]4 . (2.4)
Here ηaµν are the ’t Hooft eta-symbols, a basis for self-dual two-forms on R
4 - see (3.16).
Let us define
F 2 :=
ρ4
[(x− a)2 + ρ2]4 . (2.5)
Since
6
π2
∫
d4x F 2 = 1 (2.6)
we define the Information Metric by
GAB = c
6
π2
∫
d4x F 2∂A log F
2∂B logF
2 , (2.7)
where c is a constant which we will choose in a convenient way below.
The logarithmic derivatives ∂A log F
2 of F 2 with respect to the moduli are
∂ρ logF
2 = 4
[
1
ρ
− 2ρ
(x− a)2 + ρ2
]
∂aµ logF
2 = 8
(x− a)µ
(x− a)2 + ρ2 . (2.8)
One then finds
Gaµaν = c
16
5
δµν
ρ2
, Gρρ = c
16
5
1
ρ2
, Gaµρ = 0 . (2.9)
This establishes that the Information Metric on M0 is
ds20 ≡ GABdyAdyB =
16c
5
dρ2 + d~a2
ρ2
. (2.10)
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Choosing c = 5/16, i.e.
GAB =
15
8π2
∫
d4x F 2∂A logF
2∂B log F
2 , (2.11)
we thus get precisely the unit hyperbolic metric. This is a smooth conformally invariant
and geodesically complete metric on M0. We will adopt this normalization for the
Information Metric in general.
By contrast, the L2-metric on M0 for R4, the flat metric
ds2 = dρ2 + d~a2 (2.12)
with a singularity at ρ = 0 corresponding to zero-size instantons, is neither conformally
invariant nor geodesically complete. Also the L2-metric for S4 is quite different - and
somewhat more complicated. It has been studied in [13]. Note that the Information
Metric, on the other hand, is of course the same for R4 and S4 because of conformal
invariance!
Let us also note that the Information Metric on the moduli spaceMk=1(R4, SU(N)) of
k = 1 SU(N)-instantons collapses to that on
M0 =Mk=1(R4, SU(2)) ⊂Mk=1(R4, SU(N)) . (2.13)
Indeed, for k = 1 and gauge group SU(N) one can construct all instanton solu-
tions by embedding the SU(2)-instanton inside SU(N) and acting with rigid SU(N)
gauge transformations. The L2-metric on the resulting 4N -dimensional moduli space
Mk=1(R4, SU(N)) is non-degenerate.
The Information Metric, on the other hand, is, as should be clear from what has been
said above, very different. In fact, since the instanton density is invariant under all
gauge transformations, the Information Metric on Mk=1(R4, SU(N)) is completely de-
generate along the SU(N) gauge moduli directions and thus reduces to the k = 1 SU(2)
Information Metric on Mk=1(R4, SU(2)), i.e. the AdS5-metric, for any N .
While this is an intriguing result, in particular in light of the AdS/CFT emergence of
AdS5 in the large-N instanton calculus [6], we do not quite know what to make of this.
2.3 The Groisser-Murray Theorem and the Relation to the Fefferman-
Graham Construction
As shown above, it follows from the conformal invariance of the Information Metric that
onMk=1(S4, SU(2)) it coincides (up to a scale) with the standard hyperbolic (Euclidean
AdS) metric on the five-ball.
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Groisser and Murray have shown [10] that this is prototypical for the asymptotic be-
haviour of GAB on the k = 1 SU(2) moduli space for a much larger class of manifolds,
in particular for S4 (or R4) equipped with a metric which is not the standard (round or
flat) metric.
Intuitively one would expect nearly point-like instantons on such a space to probe the
geometry of the space-time X and its metric gX . And the main result of Groisser and
Murray is that indeed, as a suitably defined scale function ρ → 0, the Information
Metric GAB on the 5-dimensional moduli space M tends to
ds2 ∼ dρ
2 + gX
ρ2
. (2.14)
In particular, therefore, for sufficiently small ρ the Information Metric is non-degenerate
and asymptotically hyperbolic.
The encouraging thing about this result is that this is precisely the asymptotic form
of the metric entering the Fefferman-Graham construction [14] and expected from the
AdS/CFT correspondence.
Recall that in the Fefferman-Graham construction one makes an ansatz for the bulk
metric GAB which is to satisfy the Einstein equations with a negative cosmological
constant, and with boundary value gX , of the form
ds2 =
dρ2 + gX(ρ)
ρ2
, (2.15)
where
gX(ρ) = gX + ρ
2g
(2)
X + ρ
4g
(4)
X + . . . . (2.16)
For ρ → 0 this agrees precisely with the ρ → 0 behaviour of the Information Metric.
This means that the asymptotic behaviour of the metric is compatible with the bulk
Information Metric being Einstein.
Note that, even though we know that the Information Metric is conformally invariant,
the asymptotic form of the Information Metric given above appears to depend on the
metric gX itself, not only on its conformal class [gX ].
However, here yet another useful fact about asymptotically AdS spaces comes to the
rescue, namely that Weyl transformations of the boundary metric can be induced by
certain bulk diffeomorphisms. These have been discussed in detail in [15]. Thus Weyl
invariance of the Information Metric is indeed compatible with the Groisser-Murray form
of the asymptotic metric, as the Information Metrics for different conformal factors are
all diffeomorphic.
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Moreover, the analysis of [15] shows that the first non-trivial term g
(2)
X in the Fefferman-
Graham expansion is determined uniquely by conformal invariance alone and agrees
with the result obtained by Henningson and Skenderis [16] by solving the bulk Einstein
equations to that order.
This means that, were we to calculate the Information Metric in a small-ρ expansion (we
will not), then to first non-trivial order the result would be guaranteed to be compatible
with the Information Metric being Einstein. At higher orders, however, conformal
invariance does not fix the coefficients g
(2n)
X uniquely as there are non-trivial higher-
derivative Weyl invariants like the Euler density and the square of the Weyl tensor.
2.4 Other Aspects of the Information Geometry of M0
In this section we will analyse and summarise some aspects of the geometry of M0
equipped with the Information Metric. Of course the geometry of the five-dimensional
hyperbolic plane or Euclidean AdS space is well known, and it is not our intention to
review these facts here.
Rather, the purpose of this section is to focus on and highlight those aspects of the
AdS/information geometry which we will show survive to first order in the metric per-
turbation. In particular, therefore, the (super-)symmetries of AdS will play no role in
the following. In passing we will also list some identities which will be useful for the
calculations of section 3.
One other aspect of the geometry of AdS, namely the boundary-to-bulk geodesic dis-
tance functional, which will turn out to play a fundamental role in the following, will
be dealt with seperately in the next section.
Thus we consider the standard AdS metric
ds20 ≡ GABdyAdyB =
dρ2 + d~a2
ρ2
, (2.17)
which, as we know, has the integral representation
GAB =
15
8π2
∫
d4x F 2∂A log F
2∂B logF
2 , (2.18)
where F 2 was defined in (2.5). This metric is maximally symmetric, i.e. its curvature
tensor is
RABCD = −(GACGBD −GADGBC) (2.19)
and, in particular, Einstein,
RAB = −4GAB . (2.20)
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The function (actually four-parameter family of functions) F 2(x; ρ, aµ) on M0 satisfies
two interesting identities. Let ∇A denote the AdS covariant derivative and ✷ the scalar
Laplacian,
✷ = GAB∇A∇B = ρ2[∂ρ∂ρ + δµν∂aµ∂aν − 3ρ−1∂ρ] . (2.21)
Then the first identity is
✷F 2 = 0 . (2.22)
As
lim
ρ→0
6
π2
F 2(x; ρ, aµ) = δ(a − x) , (2.23)
this establishes that (6/π2)F 2 is the boundary-to-bulk propagator of a massless scalar
field on AdS5 [3]. I.e. for an arbitrary boundary scalar field φ(x), the bulk scalar Φ(ρ, a
µ)
defined by
Φ(ρ, aµ) =
6
π2
∫
d4x F 2(x; ρ, aµ)φ(x) (2.24)
satisfies
✷Φ(ρ, aµ) = 0 (2.25)
and
lim
ρ→0
Φ(ρ, aµ) = φ(aµ) . (2.26)
It is also true that the massive scalar propagator is given by some power of F 2. Indeed
it can be verified that
✷(F 2)∆/4 = ∆(∆− 4)(F 2)∆/4 . (2.27)
In particular, (F 2)1/2 corresponds to the tachyonic propagator with mass m2 = −4.
The identity (2.27) for all ∆ follows from (2.22) and the rather remarkable identity
GAB(y)∂A log F
2(x; y)∂B log F
2(x; y) = 16 ∀ x, y , (2.28)
which can be readily verified by explicit calculation using the expressions for the loga-
rithmic derivatives of F 2 given in (2.8).
These logarithmic derivatives of F 2 will be ubiquitous in the following, and it will be
convenient ot think of them as a four-parameter family (indexed by x) of covector fields
on M0 we will call (with a convenient normalization)
vA(x) :=
1
4∂A logF
2 . (2.29)
Obviously these vector fields satisfy
GABvA(x)vB(x) = 1 ∀ x (2.30)
and
∇AvB = ∇BvA (2.31)
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Some of their other main properties are
∇AvB = −GAB + vAvB (2.32)
and
vA∇BvA = 0 (2.33)
vA∇AvB = 0 (2.34)
GAB∇AvB = −4 . (2.35)
Property (2.33) follows from (2.30) by differentiation; (2.34) says that vA is a geodesic
vector field and follows from (2.31, 2.33); lastly, given (2.28), (2.35) is equivalent to
(2.22).
Geometrically (2.30) means that we have a four-parameter family of constant norm or
geodesic gradient vector fields on M0. It is easy to see that these span the tangent
space at each point of the moduli space.
In the following we will refer to (2.22) and (2.30) as the Propagator Equation and
the Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) Equation respectively (the reason for calling (2.30) the HJ
equation will emerge below). We will show that these equations, as well as the Einstein
equation, continue to be valid to first order in the metric perturbation, and we will study
the resulting geometry imposed on M0 and its perturbation M in much greater detail
in section 4. In particular, the power of these identities derives form the fact that they
hold for all x. Thus new identities on M can be derived from them by differentiation
with respect to x.
Property (2.32), on the other hand, which immediately implies (2.33)-(2.35), also implies
that the metric GAB is maximally symmetric and can thus not hold in general. Indeed,
differentiating once more and taking commutators, one finds
[∇C ,∇A]vB = (GABGCD −GBCGAD)vD . (2.36)
Since this holds for all x, and the vA(x) span the tangent space ofM0, this implies that
the curvature tensor of the bulk Information Metric is
RBDAC = −(GABGCD −GBCGAD) . (2.37)
The identity (2.32) has one unobvious consequence that will play a role in the following,
namely that ∫
d4x F 2(x)vA(x)vB(x)vC(x) = 0 ∀ A,B,C . (2.38)
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To prove this, we use the fact that the Information Metric can be written in integral
form as
GAB ∼
∫
F 2vAvB . (2.39)
Since by definition
∇CGAB = 0 , (2.40)
it follows that
∇C
∫
F 2vAvB = 0 . (2.41)
Using ∫
F 2vA =
1
4
∫
∂AF
2 = 14∂A
∫
F 2 = 0 (2.42)
and (2.32), (2.38) follows.
One more identity that we will need is the ‘two-point’ version of (2.30). Namely, since
vA(x)vA(x) = 1, it must be true that v
A(x)vA(y) − 1 is proportional to |x − y|. The
precise formula is
vA(x)vA(y)− 1 = 2ρ
2(x− y)2
[(x− a)2 + ρ2][(y − a)2 + ρ2] . (2.43)
2.5 The Boundary-to-Bulk Geodesic Distance in AdS and the Instanton
Density
The aim of this section is to show that
− 14 log F 2 = log
(a− x)2 + ρ2
ρ
(2.44)
can be interpreted as the regularized geodesic distance in AdS between the bulk point
(ρ, a) and the boundary point (0, x) (regularized because the geodesic distance to the
boundary at ρ = 0 is infinite). This provides an explanation for the validity of (2.30)
as it can now be interpreted as the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the classical geodesic
action functional, as we will explain in section 2.6.
There are a number of different ways to establish this result. One is to integrate the
geodesic equation directly. Alternatively one can use the chordal distance L of AdSd+1,
i.e. the restriction to
ηABX
AXB ≡ (X1)2 + . . .+ (Xd+1)2 − (X0)2 = −1 . (2.45)
of the unique SO(d+ 1, 1)-invariant distance
L(X0,X1) := ηAB(X
A
1 −XA0 )(XB1 −XB0 ) (2.46)
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on the embedding space. A straightforward calculation shows that in Poincare´ coordi-
nates (ρ, aµ) one has
L(ρ0, a0; ρ1, a1) =
(ρ1 − ρ0)2 + (a1 − a0)2
ρ0ρ1
. (2.47)
Because of the isometries of AdSd+1, the geodesic distance function D can only be a
universal function of the chordal distance L. Thus to determine this universal function,
it is sufficient to consider purely radial geodesics (a1 = a0) for which evidently the
geodesic distance is
D(ρ0, a; ρ1, a) = log
ρ1
ρ0
. (2.48)
This is related to the chordal distance
L(ρ0, a; ρ1, a) =
ρ1
ρ0
+
ρ0
ρ1
− 2 (2.49)
by
L+ 2 = eD + e−D = 2coshD (2.50)
or
L = 4 sinh2(D/2) , (2.51)
which is thus the general relation between the chordal and geodesic distance. For L
very large, the relation becomes
D ≈ logL . (2.52)
In particular, therefore,
lim
ǫ→0
D(ǫ, x; ρ, a) = log
ρ2 + (a− x)2
ρǫ
= log
ρ2 + (a− x)2
ρ
− log ǫ , (2.53)
as was to be shown.
While this is a quick and clean argument, it has the disadvantage of relying on the
isometries of AdS, and can therefore not generalize to the perturbed instanton moduli
spaces we are interested in. We will now give an argument that, as we will see later,
does generalize since it only relies on the validity of the HJ equation (2.30).
We know from (2.34) that the vA are geodesic vector fields,
vA∇AvB = 0 . (2.54)
Let yA(τ) = (ρ(τ), a(τ)) be the corresponding geodesic curves. Thus we have
y˙A = GABvB . (2.55)
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To integrate this equation, we calculate
d
dτ
log F 2 = y˙A∂A logF
2 = 4vAvA = 4 , (2.56)
so that these geodesic curves can be simply described by the equation
log F 2(x; y(τ)) = log F 2(x; y(τ = 0)) + 4τ . (2.57)
Thus the proper distance is
D =
∫ τ=τ+
τ=0
dτ = 14 log F
2(x; y(τ+))− 14 log F 2(x; y(τ = 0)) . (2.58)
We choose yA(0) = (a0, ρ0) and y
A(τ+) = (ǫ, a+) and note that for ǫ→ 0 we necessarily
have τ →∞. It remains to show that as ǫ→ 0 we also have a+ = x. This follows from
the fact that
lim
ǫ→0
log F 2(x; ǫ, a) = ±∞ , (2.59)
the upper sign occuring if x = a, and the lower if x 6= a. As the geodesic distance is a
positive quantity (the vA point towards the boundary and we are integrating towards the
boundary), we must have the upper sign and hence x = a+. Regularizing the geodesic
distance as before by removing this infinity, we reproduce precisely the result (2.53).
2.6 GABvAvB = 1 is the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation for Geodesic Motion
on M0
Since we have shown that D = −14 logF 2− log ǫ is the geodesic distance, it must satisfy
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (Hamiltonian constraint)
GABpApB = 1 , (2.60)
where the canonical momentum pA is obtained by varying the classical geodesic action
Scl(y) = D(ǫ, x; y) with respect to the end-point y = (ρ, a),
pA = ∂AD(ǫ, x; y) (2.61)
In particular, the pA are finite as ǫ → 0. Thus the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for
boundary-to-bulk paths is
GAB∂AD(0, x; y)∂BD(0, x; y) = 1 , (2.62)
which is nothing other than the equation GABvA(x)vB(x) = 1.
We will show later that the relation between the geodesic distance and the instanton
density continues to hold to first order in the metric perturbation, and this may provide
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a rationale for the validity of the (in other respects somewhat mysterious) HJ equation
to that order.
Before leaving this topic we would like to point out that these results suggest that a
WKB type approximation to the path integral for the boundary-to-bulk scalar propa-
gator should be exact.
3 First Order Corrections
In this section we will determine the first order corrections to the Information met-
ric, massless scalar boundary-to-bulk propagator and the geodesic distance (Hamilton
Jacobi equation) when one deforms the 4-dimensional space on which the Yang-Mills
theory lives. The first step in this computation therefore is to calculate the correction
to the instanton solution to first order in the perturbation of the boundary space-time
metric.
3.1 Metric Deformations and Instanton Deformations
To determine the change in the Information Metric on the instanton moduli space as
we vary the metric on S4 requires knowledge of the variation of the instanton density
trFA ∗ FA = trFA ∧ FA , (3.1)
i.e.
δh tr(FA ∧ FA) = 2 tr(FA ∧ δhFA) (3.2)
where δh represents the variation δhgµν = hµν of the boundary metric. Notice that since
FA is self-dual only the self-dual part of the variation δhFA enters on the right hand
side. However, the deformation of the self-duality equations gives an algebraic equation
only for the anti-self-dual part of δhFA, see (3.5) below. This means that we need to
get an explicit formula for the deformed instanton so as to be able to determine (3.2).
The ideas here go back to the work of Taubes [17] on the ‘grafting’ of instantons from
S4 to an arbitrary 4-manifold. In our case we are grafting the instantons on S4 to an
S4 which is equipped with a different metric. Let ∗0 be the Hodge star operator for
the round metric on S4 and let ∗ = ∗0 + δh∗ denote the perturbed Hodge operator.
δh∗ = t ∗1 +t2 ∗2 + . . .. Here we work to first order in t. In local coordinates we write
the metric as gµν = g
0
µν + t hµν + . . .. While the above refers to S
4 all of our formulae
are written in the context of R4.
We wish to solve the equation
FA = ∗FA. (3.3)
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Write the connection as
A = A0 + tω + . . . (3.4)
where A0 is the instanton solution on the round S
4. Differentiating (3.3) once with
respect to t and setting t = 0 we obtain
(1− ∗0)dA0ω = ∗1 FA0 , (3.5)
so that, in particular, ∗1FA0 is anti-self-dual.
The choice of ω is dictated by the requirements that it is perpendicular to gauge trans-
formations and also does not represent a tangent vector to the moduli space M′. One
takes
ω = ∗0dA0u (3.6)
where u = 12uµνdx
µdxν is an anti-self-dual two-form. With this choice (3.5) becomes
an elliptic equation,
∆0u = ∗1FA0 , (3.7)
where
∆0 = − (dA0 ∗0 dA0 ∗0 + ∗0 dA0 ∗0 dA0) (3.8)
is the Laplacian on two-forms, so that one can solve for u. In local coordinates, (3.6) is
ωµ = −D0λωλµ , (3.9)
and the Green’s function form of (3.7) reads
D20uµν(x, y) = −δ(x− y) (∗1FA0)µν(y), (3.10)
where
(∗1FA0)µν = h αµ Fαν(A0)− h αν Fαµ(A0). (3.11)
Here labels are raised with the original unperturbed metric. Notice also that there is no
term h αα Fµν(A0) as the instanton equation is conformally invariant. For this reason we
will henceforth only consider traceless perturbations hµν . Also, as there is no likelyhood
of confusion we will from now on, and until section 4, drop the zero subscript.
One can solve the Green’s function equation [18], with the result that
uµν(x, y) =
U(x)U(y)(∗1F )µν(y)U (y)U(x)
4π2(x− y)2 , (3.12)
where U is a 4 × 2 matrix in terms of which the self-dual gauge potential (at zero’th
order) is simply Aµ = iU¯∂µU . Explicitly U is
U(x) =
1√
(x− a)2 + ρ2
(
(x− a)µσµ
−ρ
)
g(x) (3.13)
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and g(x) is an unspecified SU(2) gauge group element. Since we will be dealing with
gauge invariant quantities there is no reason to fix on a particular g(x).
The σ-matrices are defined by
σµ = (I, iτa) , σ¯µ = (I,−iτa) , (3.14)
where the τa are the standard Pauli matrices. They satisfy
σµσ¯ν + σν σ¯µ = 2δµν (3.15)
and are such that
2σµν ≡ σµσ¯ν − σν σ¯µ = 2iηaµντa (3.16)
is self-dual. One has the identities
σ λµ A
(−)
νλ − σ λν A(−)µλ = 0 , σ λµ A(+)νλ + σ λν A(+)µλ =
1
4
δµνσ
αβA
(+)
αβ , (3.17)
for any anti-self-dual and self-dual tensors A(−) and A(+) respectively.
Another useful fact that is often used in computations is that to first order
δh trFµνg
µαgνβFαβ = 4 trFµν δ
µα δνβ Dα ωβ
= 4∂µ trFµν ω
ν
= 4∂µ∂α trFµν u
ν
α . (3.18)
The first equality follows since if we change the metric the inner product trFA∗1FA = 0,
the second follows by the Bianchi identity (this is the usual relationship δh trF
2
A =
2d trFAδhA), the third by the Bianchi identity again.
3.2 The Linearized Bulk Einstein Equation
We will now compute the first order deformation of the Information metric (2.11) arising
from the deformation of the flat metric on R4 via the first order correction to the
instanton solution.
From the definition of the Information metric it follows that
δhGAB = δhG
′
AB +∇(AVB) , (3.19)
where
δhG
′
AB = −
5
64π2
∫
d4x (δh trF
2)
∇A∇B
√
trF 2√
trF 2
(3.20)
and
VA =
5
64π2
∫
d4x (δh trF
2)∂A ln trF
2 . (3.21)
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Here we have used the fact that F 2 as defined in (2.5) is normalized as 1/96 times trF 2
defined in (2.4). The covariant derivatives ∇A are with respect to the unperturbed
AdS5 metric. δhG and δhG
′ are therefore related by a bulk diffeomorphism.
We will see below that, somewhat unexpectedly but very conveniently, δhG
′
AB satisfies
the transverse-traceless gauge condition. Therefore the linearized Einstein equation is
simply
✷δhG
′
AB = (Λ/2)δhG
′
AB , (3.22)
when the unperturbed metric satisfies RAB = ΛGAB .
δhG
′
AB can be simplified further by using (2.29) and (2.32) to
δhG
′
AB = −
15
32π2
∫
d4x vAvBδh trF
2 , (3.23)
where we have used the fact that
∫
d4x δh trF
2 = 0.
Using vAvA = 1 it follows that δhG
′
AB is traceless, G
ABδhG
′
AB = 0. Furthermore, using
(2.34) and (2.35) one finds
∇AδhG′AB = −
15
32π2
∫
d4x vB(v
A∇A − 4)δh trF 2
= − 15
8π2
∫
d4x F 2vBv
AδhvA . (3.24)
In the next subsection we will establish that the HJ equation holds to first order in the
metric variation, i.e. that
2vA(x)δhvA(x) = −vA(x)vC(x)δhGAC . (3.25)
Substituting this in (3.24) and using (2.38), it follows that δhG
′
AB is also transverse.
To proceed further we need the expression for δh trF
2. Substituting the explicit expres-
sions for uµν as given by (3.12) and (3.13) in (3.18) we have
δh trF
2(x) = ∂µ∂νSµν (3.26)
with
Sµν = − 4
π2ρ2
∫
d4y(F 2(x)F 2(y))
3
4
1
(x− y)2 tr(ρ
2 + Y X¯)σµλ(ρ
2 +XY¯ )Hλν . (3.27)
Here capital X and Y denote (x− a) and (y − a) respectively, X¯ = Xµσ¯µ, a and ρ are
the position and scale of the unperturbed instanton, and
Hλν(y) = h
µ
λ (y)σµν − h µν (y)σµλ (3.28)
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is anti-self-dual. We have set hµµ = 0 since this does not change the Information Metric
due to the conformal invariance.
We sketch below the computation for δhG
′
ρρ. The remaining components of the metric
deformation as well as the diffeomorphism vector field VA can be computed in a similar
way.
Making use of the σ-matrix identities and the fact that vρ = (X
2 − ρ2)/ρ(X2 + ρ2), we
find that
δhG
′
ρρ = −
240
π4
∫
d4y
∫
d4x
ρ4(X2 − 2ρ2)(ρ2Xµ +X2Y µ)(ρ2Xν +X2Y ν)
(Y 2 + ρ2)3(X2 + ρ2)7(x− y)2 hµν(y).
(3.29)
By writing X2 = (X2+ρ2)−ρ2 in the numerator we can bring the x integral in the form
of sums of terms like f(X)/(X − Y )2(X2 + ρ2)n where f(X) is a quadratic polynomial
of the form BµνX
µXν +BµX
µ +B. The x-integral of such terms can be performed by
using Feynman parametrization
1
(X2 + ρ2)n(X − Y )2 =
∫
∞
1
dt
n(t− 1)n−1tn+1
[(tX − Y )2 + (t− 1)(Y 2 + tρ2)]n+1 , (3.30)
shifting X → (X + Y )/t, and using the formula
∫
d4X
1
(X2 +A)n
=
π2
(n− 1)(n − 2)
1
An−2
. (3.31)
Finally the t-integral is easily computed with the result
δhG
′
ρρ =
40
π2
∫
d4y
ρ4
(Y 2 + ρ2)6
Y µY νhµν(y) . (3.32)
Similarly we can compute the other components of the metric deformation in the trans-
verse traceless gauge and the result is
δhG
′
ρa =
20
π2
∫
d4y
ρ3
(Y 2 + ρ2)5
[Y µhµa(y)− 2 1
Y 2 + ρ2
Y µY νhµν(y)Ya]
δhG
′
ab =
10
π2
∫
d4y
ρ2
(Y 2 + ρ2)4
[hab(y)− 2 1
Y 2 + ρ2
Y µhµ(a(y)Yb) +
4
1
(Y 2 + ρ2)2
Y µY νhµν(y)YaYb] . (3.33)
Note that in the ρ → 0 limit, the leading term in the metric deformation is in the
Feffermann-Graham form, namely,
δhG
′
ρρ → 0 , δhG′ρa → 0 , δhG′ab →
1
ρ2
hab , (3.34)
thus also in agreement with the predictions of the Groisser-Murray theorem discussed
in section 2.3.
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Having obtained δhG
′
AB , we could now attempt to verify the linearized Einstein equa-
tion (3.22) (with Λ = −4) by a direct calculation. However, we can side-step this
calculation by noting that the expressions (3.32) and (3.33) coincide exactly with the
AdS5 boundary-to-bulk graviton propagator in the transverse traceless gauge obtained
in [19]! This proves that to O(h), i.e. to first order in the metric perturbation, the
deformation of the Information Metric satisfies the bulk Einstein equation.
It is instructive (and necessary for the subsequent calculations) to compute δhGAB
which appears naturally in the definition of the Information Metric. For this we need
to compute the diffeomorphism vector field VA. These integrals can be performed using
the above steps. The result is
Vρ =
1
π2
∫
d4y
ρ
(Y 2 + ρ2)4
[1 +
2ρ2
Y 2 + ρ2
]Y µY νhµν(y)
Va =
2
π2
∫
d4y
ρ2
(Y 2 + ρ2)4
[δνa −
Y νYa
Y 2 + ρ2
]Y µhµν(y) . (3.35)
Substituting VA and δhG
′
AB in (3.19) we finally obtain the following expressions for
δhGAB :
δhGρρ =
4
π2
∫
d4y
1
(Y 2 + ρ2)4
Y µY νhµν(y)
δhGρa =
6
π2
∫
d4y
ρ
(Y 2 + ρ2)4
Y µhµa(y)
δhGab =
6
π2
∫
d4y
1
(Y 2 + ρ2)4
[ρ2hab(y)− 1
3
δabY
µY νhµν(y)] . (3.36)
δGAB also (and somewhat more manifestly) satisfies (3.34).
It is natural to ask what happens if the metric variation hµν is simply a diffeomorphism,
hµν = ∂µξν + ∂νξµ , (3.37)
which acts non-trivially on the instanton density but which should not change the bulk
geometry. Indeed, by plugging (3.37) into (3.36), one finds that
δhGAB = ∇AXB +∇BXA (3.38)
is a bulk diffeomorphism, with Xρ = 0 and
Xa(ρ, a) =
6
π2
∫
d4y
ρ2
(Y 2 + ρ2)4
ξa(y) . (3.39)
This is the natural lift of ξµ to M0 with
lim
ρ→0
Xa(ρ, a) =
1
ρ2
ξa(a) . (3.40)
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3.3 The Hamilton-Jacobi Equation
We now show that to the first order in the metric perturbation, the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation (2.30) which, as we have seen, says that trF 2 is related to the (regularized)
geodesic boundary-to-bulk geodesic distance, still holds. Taking the variation of (2.30),
it follows that we need to prove
4F 2(x)vA(x)G
ABδhvB(x) = −2F 2(x)vA(x)vB(x)δhGAB (3.41)
where we have multiplied both sides by 2F 2(x) for convenience.
This equation depends on x and the moduli as well as the perturbation hµν(y). Since the
perturbation is arbitrary (with suitable falloff conditions at large y), the above equation
must be true for each point y. Therefore we will drop the y-integrals in (3.27) and (3.36)
in the following. Note that δhF
2, appearing on the left hand side, has a singularity as
x approaches y while the right hand side has no such singularity. Thus the singularities
on the left hand side must cancel if the above equality is to hold. We will see below
that this is indeed the case.
First let us evaluate the right hand side. Using the expressions (3.36) for δhGAB one
easily finds that
− 2F 2(x)vA(x)vB(x)δhGAB = 48
π2ρ4
(F 2(x))
3
2F 2(y)[ρ4XµXν + ρ2XµY ν(X2 − ρ2) +
1
6
Y µY ν(X4 − 4X2ρ2 + ρ4)]hµν(y) (3.42)
Now we proceed to compute the left hand side of (3.41). Using the form of δh trF
2
(3.26, 3.27), the left hand side can be written as
4F 2(x)vA(x)G
ABδhvB(x) =
1
96
(vA∂A − 4)δh trF 2
=
1
96
(∂µ∂νT
µν − 2∂µT µ + T ) (3.43)
where
T µν = (vA(x)∂A − 4)Sµν
T µ = vAν (x)∂AS
µν
T = vAµν(x)∂AS
µν (3.44)
and Sµν was defined in (3.27). Here vAµ and v
A
µν indicate derivatives of v
A with respect
to xµ, xν etc. and the moduli space indices A, B are raised and lowered with the AdS5
metric GAB . The 5-dimensional tangent vector space at each point on AdS5 is spanned
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by the 5 vectors vA and vAµ (we will discuss this in more detail in section 4.2). Therefore
vAµν can be expressed as a linear combination of v
A and vAλ . A short calculation shows
that
vAµν = −δµν(4(F 2)1/2vA − zλvAλ ) + (zµvAν + zνvAµ ) (3.45)
where zµ =
1
4∂µ lnF
2(x). Using now the fact that Sµµ = 0, we obtain
T = 2zµT
µ (3.46)
T µν and T µ can be calculated explicitly using the expression (3.27) for Sµν . It is
convenient to write Sµν as
Sµν = − 4
π2(x− y)2 (F
2(x)F 2(y))
3
4 Sˆµν (3.47)
with
Sˆµν =
1
ρ2
tr(ρ2 + Y X¯)σµλ(ρ2 +XY¯ )H νλ (y) (3.48)
Then one can show that Sˆµν satisfies the following identities:
(vA(x)∂A + 2)Sˆµν = (v
A(y)∂A + 2)Sˆµν = 0
(✷− 12)Sˆµν = 0 (3.49)
Using these identities it is straightforward to show that:
T µν = − 4
π2(x− y)2 (F
2(x)F 2(y))
3
4 (vA(x)∂A + 3v
A(x)(vA(x) + vA(y))− 4)Sˆµν
= 6
ρ2(x− y)2
(ρ2 +X2)(ρ2 + Y 2)
Sµν (3.50)
where we have used (3.49) and the explicit expression of vA(x)vA(y) given in (2.43).
The computation of T µ is similar but considerably more involved. The result is:
T µ =
1
3
(∂ν − zν)T µν (3.51)
Combining the equations (3.43), (3.44), (3.46) and (3.51) we have
4F 2vA(x)G
ABδhvB(x) =
1
288
(∂µ + 4zµ)∂νT
µν
= − 1
12π2
F 2(x)F 2(y)(∂µ + 8zµ)(∂ν + 4zν)Sˆ
µν (3.52)
Using the identities (3.15, 3.16) involving σ-matrices and their contractions with the
anti-self-dual tensor H given in (3.17), one can show that
∂µ∂ν Sˆ
µν = −96
ρ2
Y µY νhµν(y)
zµ∂ν Sˆ
µν =
48
ρ2(ρ2 +X2)
(X2Y µY ν + ρ2Y µXν)hµν(y)
zµzν Sˆ
µν = − 16
ρ2(ρ2 +X2)2
(X2Y µ + ρ2Xµ)hµν(y)(X
2Y ν + ρ2Xν) (3.53)
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Plugging these expressions into (3.52), one finds after a short algebra that it reproduces
the right hand side of (3.41) given by (3.42). We have thus established the validity of
the HJ equation to O(h) in the perturbation of the boundary metric.
We also want to point out that the calculation of this section suggests an alternative
strategy for determining the variation δhGAB of the Information Metric. Namely, as
the above calculation has shown, calculating vAδhvA one finds
2vAδhvA = −vAvCMAC , (3.54)
where MAC is an x-independent matrix. We can therefore define a variation of GAB
by, say, δGAB = MAB . This metric variation, by definition, preserves the HJ equation
and will also preserve the Propagator Equation. If one proceeds in this way (which is
simpler than the brute-force determination of δhGAB of section 3.2), then one still has
to show that indeed MAB = δhG
AB , i.e. that MAB is what one would have obtained by
varying the integral representation (2.1) of the Information Metric. We establish this
in section 4.9.
3.4 The Massless Boundary-to-Bulk Scalar Propagator
We know that the boundary-to-bulk scalar propagator of AdS is simply trF 2. We will
now show that to first order in h, trF 2 is still the boundary-to-bulk scalar propagator
with respect to the bulk Information Metric. This amounts to proving
✷δh trF
2(x) + (δh✷) trF
2(x) = 0 (3.55)
This equation depends on x and the moduli as well as on the perturbation hµν(y). As
discussed above, this equation must therefore be true at each point x, y and at each
point of the moduli space. Note that δh trF
2 in the first term on the left hand side has
a 1/(x− y)2 pole while the second term has no such singularity. Thus for this equation
to hold the action of the AdS Laplacian should remove this singularity.
Indeed, expanding x around y in the expression for Sµν defined in (3.27), we find that
the coefficient of the leading singularity 1/(x − y)2 is proportional to F 2(y) which is
annihilated by the AdS Laplacian. Similarly the first subleading singularity of the form
(x−y)µ/(x−y)2 comes with a coefficient which is given by a single y-derivative of F 2(y)
which is also annihilated by the AdS Laplacian.
Actually we need more than just the cancellation of singularities for the above equation
to work. In the second term, the x-dependence only appears in trF 2 while the y-
dependence appears only in δhG implicit in δh✷. This means that the second term is a
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finite sum of factorized expressions in x and y. Quite remarkably, using the identities
(3.49) satisfied by Sˆµν one can show that
✷Sµν(x, y) = − 4
π2
(F 2(x)F 2(y))
3
4 (✷+ 6(vA(x) + vA(y))∂A − 6 + 18vA(x)vA(y))Sˆµν
= 36
ρ2(x− y)2
(ρ2 +X2)(ρ2 + Y 2)
Sµν(x, y) (3.56)
where in the first equality we have used (2.30) and (2.35) and in the second equality
(3.49) and (2.43). Thus the first term also becomes a finite sum of factorized expressions
in x and y. Using now the fact that
(δh✷) trF
2(x) =
1√
G
∂Aδh(G
AB
√
G)∂B trF
2 (3.57)
and the metric variation (3.36), one can verify after some algebra that (3.55) is indeed
true.
4 The Information Geometry of the Perturbed Instanton Moduli
Space M
4.1 Preliminary Remarks
In the previous sections we established three key results about the Information Metric
GAB on the metric-perturbed instanton moduli space, namely that
1. the Einstein Equation
RAB = −4GAB , (4.1)
2. the Propagator Equation
✷F 2 = 0 , (4.2)
3. and the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation
GABvA(x)vB(x) = 1 (4.3)
hold to O(h) in the perturbation of the metric on R4.
These results also imply, as for the flat metric, that to O(h) the massive boundary-to-
bulk scalar propagator is (F 2)∆/4, with
✷(F 2)∆/4 = ∆(∆− 4)(F 2)∆/4 . (4.4)
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While all this is very encouraging, evidently a number of things remain to be understood.
For example, so far we have no understanding to which extent these three properties are
independent of or dependent on each other. We also do not yet know if we can expect
these equations to remain valid at second or higher order in the metric perturbation.
To address these questions we will now explore the geometry of the instanton moduli
space implied by the equations (4.1, 4.2, 4.3). We will see that it is in particular the
(somewhat mysterious) HJ equation (4.3) which endows the moduli space with a very
rich geometrical structure.
As a consequence we will be able to show that
• at first order in the metric perturbation the three fundamental equations are not
independent: the HJ equation (4.3) and the propagator equation (4.2) imply the
Einstein equation (4.1); and that
• these three equations cannot hold simultaneously to quadratic order in the metric
perturbation.
Throughout we will see that the geometry of the Information Metric is interwoven in
a subtle and beautiful way with the geometry of the boundary space-time, and we
believe that understanding these structures will eventually lead to a better geometrical
understanding of the metric variation of the instantons themselves.
4.2 Elementary Consequences of the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation
The HJ equation
GABvA(x)vB(x) = 1 (4.5)
is quite remarkable as the right hand side is x-independent even though the x-dependent
quantities vA(x) are contracted with the x-independent Information Metric G
AB .
Since for the flat metric on R4, the vector fields vA(x) span the tangent space at each
point of the moduli space M0, they will continue to do so on the perturbed moduli
space M.
By differentiating the above equation with respect to x, we obtain
GAB∂µvA(x)vB(x) = 0 . (4.6)
Hence the four gradient vector fields
vAµ ≡ ∂µvA = ∂µ∂A log F 2 (4.7)
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on M (labelled by µ) are orthogonal to vA. Moreover, for the flat metric on R4 they
are mutually orthogonal (super- or subscripts 0 will from now on always refer to the
unperturbed instantons),
GAB0 v
0
Aµv
0
Bν = 4δµν(F
2
0 )
1/2 , (4.8)
and thus they are also linearly independent on the perturbed moduli space. We will
denote the non-degenerate scalar product of the vAµ by Kµν ,
Kµν = G
ABvAµvBν . (4.9)
Note that
K0µν = 4δµν
ρ2
[(x− a)2 + ρ2]2 (4.10)
is, up to the moduli-dependent coordinate transformation
x′µ = (xµ − aµ)/ρ , (4.11)
simply the round metric (of radius 1) on the four-sphere in stereographic coordinates.
Starting from the HJ equation, we have therefore produced a four-parameter family of
frames (five linearly independent vector fields) on M. Actually, as all the vector fields
are gradient vector fields, these correspond to a four-parameter family of coordinate
systems on M - we will come back to this aspect of the story later.
In any case it follows that the Information Metric on the moduli space can be written
purely algebraically as
GAB = vA(x)vB(x) +K
µν(x)vAµ(x)vBν(x) (4.12)
for any x. Once again it is a remarkable fact that the left hand side of this equation is
completely independent of x.
Obviously, by construction, the integral and algebraic form of GAB are equivalent if the
metric entering the HJ equation (4.5) is the integral version of the Information Metric.
On the other hand if, as proposed at the end of section 3.3, we define the variation of
the Information Metric directly through the variation of the HJ equation, i.e. by (3.54),
then we still need to show that the variation defined in this way is equal to the variation
one would have obtained by varying the integral version of the Information Metric. In
order to accomplish this, we need to accumulate some more facts about the geometry
implied by the HJ and propagator equations. We will come back to this issue in section
4.9.
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4.3 Properties of Kµν
By differentiating the HJ equation once more, we obtain
Kµν = −GAB∂νvAµvB . (4.13)
To extract information from this equation, we proceed as follows (similar arguments
will be used repeatedly in the following). Since the vA and vAµ provide a basis for
(co-)vectors onM (for any x), in particular the 10 covectors ∂νvAµ can be expanded in
this basis. Thus we have
∂νvAµ(x) = C
λ
µν(x)vAλ(x) +Dµν(x)vA(x) (4.14)
for some coefficients Cλµν(x) and Dµν(x). Since ∂νvAµ(x) = ∂µvAν(x), these coefficients
are symmetric.
Plugging this expansion into (4.9) and using the orthogonality (4.6) of vA and vAµ, one
finds
Dµν(x) = −Kµν(x) . (4.15)
Since Kµν is a tensor with respect to x, it follows that C
λ
µν is (transforms as) a connec-
tion, and we will denote the corresponding covariant derivative by Dµ. Hence we can
write (4.14) as
DνvAµ(x) = −Kµν(x)vA(x) . (4.16)
To see what Dµ is, we act with it on (4.9). Using (4.6), one simply finds
DλKµν = 0 . (4.17)
Hence, since Kµν is non-degenerate and C
λ
µν is symmetric, Dµ is the unique metric-
compatible and torsion-free connection associated with Kµν . For the flat metric, (4.16)
reduces to (3.45).
Using this, the innocuous-looking equation (4.16) has a somewhat surprising conse-
quence. Namely, differentiating (4.16) once more and taking commutators, one finds
[Dλ,Dν ]vAµ = −(KµνvAλ −KµλvAν) . (4.18)
Since the vAµ, regarded as (a five-parameter family of) five vectors on R
4, span the
tangent space at each x, it follows that the Riemann curvature tensor of Kµν has the
form
R(K)σνλµ = KσλKνµ −KσµKνλ . (4.19)
This characterizes the round metric on the four-sphere (of unit radius). Therefore Kµν ,
for an arbitrary metric perturbation hµν , can only differ from K
0
µν by a coordinate
transformation!
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This can also be checked explicitly. We need to show that the metric variation of Kµν
is a diffeomorphism, i.e. that there exists a vector field ξµ such that
δhKµν = Dµξν +Dνξµ . (4.20)
To analyse the metric variation of Kµν , as defined by (4.9),
δhKµν = (δhG
AB)vAµvBν +G
AB(δhvAµ)vBν +G
ABvAµδhvBν , (4.21)
it is convenient to expand δhvA in our standard basis as
δhvA = CvA + C
νvAν . (4.22)
Thus e.g.
C = GABvBδhvA , (4.23)
which, using δh(G
ABvAvB) = 0, can also be written as
C = −12(δhGAB)vAvB , (4.24)
with similar expresions for Cν .
Using
δhvAµ = ∂µδhvA (4.25)
and (4.16), one finds that δhvAµ has the expansion
δhvAµ = (∂µC −KµνCν)vA + (DµCν + δ νµ C)vAν . (4.26)
Plugging this into (4.21) one finds after a short calculation that δhKµν indeed takes the
form (4.20), with
ξµ = −12∂µC +KµνCν . (4.27)
We thus obtain a map
Metric Deformations on R4 ⇒ Coordinate Transformations on S4 (4.28)
We will not pursue this matter here, but we believe that a better understanding of
this map (and appreciation of the raison d’eˆtre of its existence) should lead to a more
geometrical understanding of the behaviour of instantons under metric variations.
Since the metric Kµν is equivalent to the round metric on the four-sphere for all values
of the moduli yA, it must also be true that
∂AKµν = DµηAν +DνηAµ (4.29)
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for some vector field ηAµ. This equation, which we will establish below, once again
displays the intricate way in which the geometry of the moduli space interacts with that
of the space-time.
To determine ∂AKµν , we need to consider the covariant derivative ∇AvB. As this is a
(symmetric) two-tensor on M, it can be expanded as a bilinear in our basis (vA, vAµ).
But since
vA∇AvB = vA∇BvA = 0 , (4.30)
∇AvB is orthogonal to vA and vB and must therefore have an expansion of the form
∇AvB = LµνvAµvBν , (4.31)
where Lµν is symmetric. For the flat metric one has
Lµν0 = −Kµν0 , (4.32)
so that, using (4.12), we obtain the equation (2.32), namely
∇0Av0B = −G0AB + v0Av0B . (4.33)
Using the definition of Lµν , one can now determine
∂AKµν = −2LµνvA ++vλA(DµLλν +DνLλµ) (4.34)
(where we have raised and lowered indices using the metric Kµν). This essentially
identifies Lµν and its covariant derivatives (with respect to x) with components of the
Christoffel symbols of the moduli space metric. We will make this correspondence more
precise below.
Using (4.16), it now follows that ∂AKµν can be written as
∂AKµν = Dµ(v
λ
ALλν) +Dν(v
λ
ALλµ) (4.35)
so that
ηAµ = v
λ
ALλµ . (4.36)
4.4 The Curvature and the Role of the Propagator and Einstein Equa-
tions
So far, everything we have derived is a consequence of the HJ equation (4.3) alone. We
now come to the heart of the matter, namely the interplay of the resulting geometry
with the propagator and Einstein equations (4.2, 4.1).
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We first note that, given the HJ equation, the propagator equation is equivalent to
✷F 2 = 0⇔ ∇AvA = −4⇔ KµνLµν = −4 . (4.37)
Note that for the flat metric this is identically satisfied because Lµν0 = −Kµν0 (4.32).
Also, given the HJ equation the Einstein equation is equivalent to
RAB = −4GAB ⇔ RABvA(x)vB(x) = −4 ∀x . (4.38)
Let us therefore calculate the Ricci tensor
RABv
AvB = vB [∇A,∇B ]vA
= vB∇A∇BvA − vB∇B∇AvA
= −(∇AvB)(∇AvB)− vB∇B∇AvA . (4.39)
In passing to the last line we have used the symmetry ∇AvB = ∇BvA and (4.30).
Expressing this in terms of Lµν , we obtain the key equation
RABv
AvB = −LµνLµν − vB∇B(LµνKµν) (4.40)
relating the propagator and Einstein equations.
We see that if the second term on the right hand side is zero, e.g. if ✷F 2 = 0, then the
Ricci tensor is negative (as a quadratic form). To first order in the metric perturbation
we can significantly sharpen this statement to the statement that the metric is actually
Einstein.
Indeed, since to zero’th order in the metric perturbation, i.e. for the flat metric, we have
(4.32), to O(h) in the metric perturbation we can expand Lµν as
Lµν = −Kµν + ℓµν (4.41)
where ℓµν is of O(h) (we could alternatively have expanded Lµν = −K0µν + ℓ˜µν with ℓ˜µν
also of O(h)).
Since we know that the propagator equation is true to O(h), we learn that to this order
the second term in (4.40) is absent. We also learn that ℓµν is traceless (with respect to
either Kµν or K
0
µν - to this order this is the same),
O(h) : KµνLµν = −4⇔ Kµνℓµν = 0 . (4.42)
But this now implies that
LµνLµν = 4 +O(h2) , (4.43)
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so that
RABv
AvB = −4 +O(h2) . (4.44)
Thus we see that to O(h) the HJ and propagator equations imply LµνLµν = 4 and hence
the Einstein equation! Conversely, however, the HJ equation and the Einstein equation
do not imply the propagator equation.
Now let us assume, for argument’s sake, that all three equations actually continue to
hold to O(h2). In this case we can still expand Lµν as before, and the propagator
equation is satisfied if ℓµν is traceless with respect to Kµν . But now for the Einstein
equation to hold to O(h2), we need
L2 = 4 +O(h3) . (4.45)
Thus the O(h)-piece ℓ1µν of ℓµν has to be zero (otherwise there would be a non-zero
contribution to L2 of O(h2)), and we obtain the result that
Lµν = −Kµν +O(h2) . (4.46)
We will now show that this leads to a contradiction at O(h), namely that this would
imply that the Information Metric is maximally symmetric for an arbitrary boundary
metric perturbation.
Indeed, the same argument that leads to (4.33) shows that if Lµν = −Kµν to some
order, then
∇AvB = −GAB + vAvB (4.47)
to that order. But then the argument leading to (2.37) implies that the bulk metric is
maximally symmetric for an arbitrary O(h) variation of the boundary metric. Obviously
for a number of reasons this cannot be true - it is enough to think of symmetries and
Killing vectors. Alternatively, it follows from the Fefferman-Graham analysis that a
maximally symmetric bulk metric will induce a conformally flat metric on the boundary
- see [20] for an explicit proof.
Thus we learn that not all three of our basic equations (4.1, 4.2, 4.3) can be true to
O(h2).
4.5 A Four-Parameter Family of Coordinate Systems on M
We have seen that it is quite useful to adopt the frame (actually, four-parameter family
of frames) (vA, vAµ) as a basis of (co-)tangent vectors on M. This can more succinctly
be understood as a change of coordinates
yA = (ρ, aµ)→ zM (yA) (4.48)
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onM. Indeed, since vA = 14∂A logF 2 and vAµ = ∂A∂µ log F 2, the change of coordinates
in question is
(ρ, aµ)→ (14 log F 2(x; ρ, a), 14∂µ logF 2(x; ρ, a)) . (4.49)
Raising the index of ∂µ logF
2 with the boundary space-time metric gµν , the four-
parameter family of coordinate transformation that we will actually consider is
yA = (ρ, aµ)→ zM (x) ≡ (r(x), zµ(x)) = (14 log F 2(x; ρ, a), 14gµν∂ν logF 2(x; ρ, a)) .
(4.50)
It follows from (4.12) that in these coordinates the Information Metric takes the simple
form
ds2 = GABdy
AdyB = dr2 + γµνdz
µdzν , (4.51)
where
γµν = gµρgνλK
ρλ . (4.52)
The HJ equation GABv
AvB = 1 is now simply the statement that Gr(x)r(x) = 1 for all
x and (4.6) says that the off-diagonal component Gr(x)zµ(x) = 0.
Note that if the propagator equation ✷F 2 = 0 holds in addition to the HJ equation,
then the functions exp 4r and zµ are harmonic so that these are harmonic coordinates
for the Information Metric! This will be useful later.
Note also that for the flat metric (and the choice x = 0) the coordinate transformation
(ρ, aµ)→ (e r0 = (F 20 )1/4, 18∂µ log F 20 ) (4.53)
is just the inversion isometry
(ρ, aµ)→ ( ρ
a2 + ρ2
,
aµ
a2 + ρ2
) (4.54)
of the standard AdS metric, now more invariantly expressed in terms of F 20 . This is
reflected in the fact that in the zM -coordinates (for any value of x) the unperturbed
Information Metric takes the standard AdS form
ds20 = dr
2
0 +
1
4e
−2r0δµνdzµdzν . (4.55)
4.6 The Geodesic Distance on M and the Instanton Density
Writing the metric in the form (4.55) or (in general) (4.51) makes it manifest that
r = 14 logF
2(x; ρ, a) is the geodesic distance along paths of constant zµ. It is also the
regularized geodesic distance between points with different values of z provided that for
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one of the end-points r →∞ because the difference between the z’s becomes irrelevant
in this limit - in some sense r =∞ is a single point.
An alternative way of establishing this result is to use essentially verbatim the argument
outlined in (2.54)-(2.59) which only relies on the validity of the equation GABvAvB = 1
which thus once again can be interpreted as the HJ equation.
We have thus shown that to the order to which the HJ equation holds the instanton
density F 2 is directly related to the classical geodesic distance of a boundary-to-bulk
path in the geometry provided by the Information Metric. One would dearly like to
have a more conceptual explanation for this.
4.7 Gauss-Codazzi Equations for the Information Metric on M
Using the coordinates (r, zµ), equation (4.34) now has a much more transparent inter-
pretation. In particular, since
∂r = v
A∂A , (4.56)
we have
∂rKµν = −2Lµν . (4.57)
Thus Lµν is essentially the extrinsic curvature (second fundamental form) of γµν , defined
by
Θµν =
1
2∂rγµν , (4.58)
the precise relation being
Θµν = gµρgνλL
ρλ . (4.59)
For the unperturbed metric in the form (4.55) one evidently has
Θ0µν = −γ0µν , (4.60)
which is simply the equation L0µν = −K0µν (4.32).
The other component of (4.34), obtained by contracting ∂AKµν with v
A
λ instead of v
A,
then essentially says that the Christoffel symbols of γµν , i.e. z
λ-derivatives of γµν , can
be expressed as covariant x-derivatives of the extrinsic curvature Θµν !
The Gauss-Codazzi equations express the curvature of the Information Metric GMN in
terms of the curvature of γµν and the extrinsic curvature Θµν and its trace Θ = γ
µνΘµν .
The expressions for the Ricci tensor are
R(G)rr = −∂rΘ−ΘµνΘµν (4.61)
R(G)rν = ∇µΘµν − ∂νΘ (4.62)
R(G)µν = R(γ)µν −ΘΘµν + 2ΘµλΘλν − ∂rΘµν . (4.63)
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It follows that the scalar curvature of GMN is
R(G) = R(γ)−Θ2 −ΘµνΘµν − 2∂rΘ . (4.64)
In particular, we now recognise the key equation (4.40) as nothing other than the (rr)-
component (4.61) of the Gauss-Codazzi equation. Let us now analyse these equations
to first order in the metric perturbation. Since Θ0µν = −γ0µν , we can expand Θµν like
Lµν as
Θµν = −γµν + θµν . (4.65)
Given the HJ equation, the propagator equation ✷F 2 = 0 is equivalent toKµνL
µν = −4.
In the present language this is the statement
✷F 2 = 0⇔ Θ = −4 . (4.66)
Thus we see that to first order in the metric perturbation, θµν (like ℓµν) is traceless.
Therefore to this order we also have
ΘµνΘµν = 4 +O(h2) , (4.67)
and we find that the (rr)-component of the Einstein equation
Rrr = −4Grr = −4 (4.68)
is satisfied. Since it holds for all x we know that all the other components of the
Einstein equation are also satisfied - this is just what we found before: to O(h), the HJ
and propagator equations imply the Einstein equation.
However, we also learn one new fact about the curvature of γµν . Namely, using (4.64)
and RAB = −4GAB , so that R(G) = −20, we see that
R(γ) = 0 . (4.69)
Thus to first order γµν is a scalar-flat perturbation of the flat (with respect to the z
µ)
metric γ0µν . Note that, even though it is true that (4.51) is Einstein if
γµν(r, z) = e
±2rγ˜µν(z) (4.70)
with γ˜µν(z) Ricci flat (hence the Fefferman-Graham expansion is trivial in this case),
there is no reason to expect the metric γµν to be Ricci-flat in general - there are simply
not enough Ricci-flat perturbations of the flat metric in Euclidean space. In fact there
are none which are asymptotically flat while every transverse traceless perturbation of
the flat metric is automatically scalar flat - see (4.81) below.
Some further information about γµν and its curvatureR(γ)µν can be obtained by looking
at the other components of the Gauss-Codazzi equations, but we will not pursue this
here.
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4.8 The Relation between
√
K and the Instanton Density
In this section we will establish an identity which is needed to show directly the equiva-
lence between the integral (2.11) and algebraic (4.12) forms of the Information Metric.
The required identity is √
K = 16
√
gF 2 . (4.71)
To zero’th order in the metric perturbation we indeed have the relationship
√
K0 = 16F
2
0 (4.72)
(see (4.8)). We will now establish that this is yet one more equation which continues to
hold to first order in the metric perturbation, i.e. that (4.71) is valid to O(h).
First of all we note that the integrated version of (4.71),∫ √
K = 16
∫ √
gF 2 , (4.73)
is automatically true. This follows because Kµν is equivalent to the round metric on
the four-sphere for all metric perturbations - see (4.20). Thus we have
∫ √
K =
∫ √
K0 =
8π2
3
. (4.74)
Moreover, and rather more obviously,
∫ √
gF 2 =
∫
F 20 =
π2
6
, (4.75)
as the instanton number cannot change, i.e. δhF
2 is a total derivative.
To establish (4.71), we proceed in three steps. We first show that the r-dependence
(i.e. F 2-dependence) of
√
K is as given in (4.71). This is easy. We then show that√
K is independent of the zµ. This requires a bit more work. Lastly we show that the
normalization of
∫ √
K then fixes the possibly x-dependent factor between the left- and
right-hand sides of (4.71) to be equal to the constant 16. This is once again easy.
To determine the r-dependence of
√
K, we use (4.57) which implies
Kµν∂rKµν = −2KµνLµν . (4.76)
Since the HJ equation holds to O(h), we have KµνLµν = −4 and thus
∂r
√
K = 4
√
K , (4.77)
which implies √
K =
√
gF 2f(z, x) , (4.78)
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where f(z, x) is some function of the coordinates zµ and xµ. We have introduced
√
g
on the right-hand-side because
√
K is a density with respect to xµ and any such scalar
density can be written as
√
g(x) times a function. Alternatively, note that if we take
our metric perturbation to be traceless (by conformal invariance), then
√
g = 1.
To determine the z-dependence, we make use of two facts: that the zµ are harmonic
coordinates and that the scalar curvature R(γµν) = 0. We had already noted before
that the propagator equation implies that the zµ are harmonic with respect to the bulk
✷. Due to the special form (4.51) of the metric in (r, z)-coordinates, this implies that
the zµ are also harmonic with respect to the Laplacian ✷γ associated to γµν . Indeed,
denoting the Christoffel symbols of GMN and γµν by ΓMNP and γµνλ respectively, we
have
✷zµ = 0⇔ GNPΓµNP = 0⇔ γνλγµνλ = 0⇔ ✷γzµ = 0 . (4.79)
Since the unperturbed metric γ0µν is the flat metric, γ
0
µνλ = 0 and the harmonic gauge
condition becomes
∂zνγ
ν
1 µ =
1
2∂zµγ1 , (4.80)
where indices have been raised and lowered with γ0µν and γ1 is the trace of the first-order
perturbation γ1µν of γ
0
µν .
In the harmonic gauge, the general expression for the linearized Ricci scalar
R(γµν) = ∂zµ∂zνγ
µν
1 − γµν0 ∂zµ∂zνγ1 (4.81)
becomes
R(γµν) = −12γµν0 ∂zµ∂zνγ1 . (4.82)
Thus vanishing of the Ricci scalar implies
R(γµν) = 0⇒ ∂zµγ1 = 0 , (4.83)
because for a small metric perturbation ∂zµγ1 necessarily goes to zero at infinity.
To relate this to a statement about Kµν we use (4.52) to deduce
∂zµγ1 = 0⇒ ∂zµK1 = 0 , (4.84)
where K1 is the trace of the first order perturbation (4.20),
K1µν = D
0
µξν +D
0
νξµ , (4.85)
of Kµν . Hence
∂zµ
√
K = 0 (4.86)
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and √
K =
√
gF 2f(x) . (4.87)
Now to zero’th order we have f(x) = 16. We thus write
f(x) = 16 + φ(x) (4.88)
where φ(x) is of O(h). It now follows from (4.73) that∫
F 20 φ(x) = 0 . (4.89)
But since F 20 is the AdS boundary-to-bulk scalar propagator, this implies that φ(x) = 0.
Hence we have established (4.71).
Incidentally note that this calculation can also be read as establishing a relationship
between the vector field ξµ appearing in the variation of Kµν under metric variations,
and the vector field Y µ defined by
δhF
2 = ∂µY
µ . (4.90)
4.9 The Equivalence of the Integral and Algebraic Forms of the Infor-
mation Metric
We have encountered two different forms of the Information Metric, the original integral
expression (2.11) which, in order to avoid confusion we will in this subsection denote by
GintAB ,
GintAB =
15
8π2
∫ √
gF 2∂A logF
2∂B log F
2 =
30
π2
∫ √
gF 2vAvB , (4.91)
and the algebraic (vielbein) representation of the metric (4.12), i.e.
GAB = vAvB +K
µνvAµvBν , (4.92)
which could e.g. have been obtained by using (3.54). We now want to show directly
that these two are equivalent. As GAB is x-independent, we can write
GAB =
6
π2
∫ √
gF 2GAB
=
6
π2
∫ √
gF 2(vAvB +K
µνvAµvBν)
=
1
5
GintAB +
6
π2
∫ √
gF 2KµνvAµvBν . (4.93)
We thus need to show that the second term equals (4/5)GintAB . To proceed, we use (4.71)
to rewrite this as ∫ √
gF 2KµνvAµvBν =
∫ √
KKµνvAµvBν (4.94)
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We now integrate by parts to obtain∫ √
gF 2KµνvAµvBν = −
∫ √
gF 2KµνvADµvBν . (4.95)
Using (4.16), we learn that
−
∫ √
gF 2KµνvADµvBν = 4
∫ √
gF 2vAvB . (4.96)
Therefore this term gives precisely the missing contribution to GintAB and we have shown
that
GAB = G
int
AB . (4.97)
To reiterate: this means that we do not have to define the variation of the Information
Metric through the variation of the x-integral (2.11). Instead we can extract the metric
variation from the variation (3.54) of the HJ equation, use that expression to verify the
propagator (and thus the Einstein) equation, and we can prove (as we just did) that the
metric variation obtained in this (much simpler) way is indeed the variation of (2.11).
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that, to first order in the perturbation of the boundary
space-time metric, the Information Metric on the 5-dimensional moduli space of k = 1
SU(2) instantons is Einstein. Furthermore, to this order the perturbed instanton action
density is the corresponding boundary-to-bulk massless scalar propagator and, quite
remarkably, the regularized boundary-to-bulk geodesic distance is proportional to the
logarithm of the perturbed instanton action density.
These results show that it is rather compelling to think of the bulk space-time of the
AdS5/CFT4 correspondence as being the instanton moduli space. Indeed, at least to
this order, physically relevant quantities of the non-trivial perturbed bulk space-time
like massless and massive scalar propagators and the geodesic distance are then directly
related to the simplest and most natural function on the bulk space-time, namely the
instanton density itself.
It would be nice to know if there is a similarly fruitful or suggestive reinterpretation of
the AdS/CFT bulk space-time in other dimensions. For example, as for the unperturbed
instanton moduli space, symmetry arguments imply that the Information Metric on the
moduli space of degree one rational maps from the two-sphere to itself is the AdS3-metric
[12]. In [12] it is also shown that the Information Metric on the (4k − 1)-dimensional
space of rational maps of degree k is non-degenerate for k > 1. One can also ask
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if perhaps AdS7 emerges as a moduli space of a 6-dimensional theory of interacting
anti-self-dual tensor fields.
The results we have obtained, although to a certain (limited) extent anticipated from
physics considerations, are certainly quite surprising from a mathematical point of view.
One would like to gain a better mathematical insight in order to obtain more elegant
proofs of these statements. Note that the (rather cumbersome) proofs given in this
paper rely on the explicit form of the scalar instanton Green’s functions. One would
like to be able to prove these statements in a more abstract way, ideally by just making
use of the self-duality equations. It would also be good to have a deeper understanding
of the significance of the map from metric deformations on R4 to diffeomorphisms of S4
we obtained in section 4.3. Any such conceptual progress should help in analyzing the
higher order corrections and to see which of the above statements, if any, continue to
hold to higher orders in the metric perturbation.
Since the only information we have at the moment is that to first order the propagator
and Hamilton-Jacobi equation imply that the Information Metric is Einstein and that
to second order not all the three statements can be true simultaneously, it would also
be useful to be able to analyze the Information metric for a tractable (i.e. sufficiently
symmetric) metric on S4 which is far from the (conformal class of the) standard metric.
As we discussed in the introduction, the physics intuition which led us to analyze this
problem was based on the AdS/CFT correspondence together with the D-instanton
probe idea. However, our results are neither a test nor a consequence of the AdS/CFT
correspondence but rather logically indepedent of it. In particular, there are two im-
portant differences between this work and the usual AdS/CFT scenario.
Firstly, the AdS/CFT correspondence is supposed to hold for N = 4 SU(N) gauge
theories in the large N limit whereas here we are dealing just with the SU(2) theory.1
Secondly, the Information Metric is certainly not the metric on the gauge fields that
one normally uses in studying Yang-Mills theories. The usual metric is the L2-metric
which, as pointed out earlier, is not conformally invariant.
Perhaps the resolution to both the seeming differences lies in taking the large N limit
where one integrates out all the zero modes of the instanton associated to the gauge
orientations (whose number grows linearly with N), leaving behind just the SU(2)
instanton moduli which in turn are identified with the bulk space-time [6].
1Actually we were only considering pure SU(2) Yang-Mills because we were interested in the de-
formation of the AdS5 part of the bulk which only sees the bosonic moduli of the super-instanton.
However throughout this paper we have been assuming an underlying N = 4 structure justifying the
semi-classical approximation around instanton solutions.
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One way to test this would be to start with a 5-dimensional SU(N) theory reduced to
one dimension on an instanton solution, with the moduli being slowly varying functions
of this coordinate. This reduction of course gives the L2-metric for the kinetic terms of
the moduli. Integrating out the moduli associated with gauge orientation should now
give rise to an effective kinetic term for the remaining moduli (namely those of the
SU(2) instantons). The task would then be to check if in the large N limit this reduces
to the Information Metric once all the other fields have been integrated out, as might
be expected on the basis of 4-dimensional conformal invariance.
If this is true, then one might start from an N = (4, 4) sigma model on the large N
SU(N) instanton moduli space obtained by reducing a 6-dimensional theory on a single
instanton. The large N limit of this sigma model should then give a definition of a string
moving in AdS5 × S5. This is somewhat reminiscent of the Matrix theory description
of the (2, 0)-theory [21] and related suggestions in the AdS/CFT context [22].
In any case, the results of this paper seem to suggest that the one-instanton sector of
SU(2) gauge theory on a space which is topologically S4 or R4 gives rise to a theory of
gravity on the instanton moduli space similar to the way that string theory produces
gravity on the target space. In particular, in string theory the target space is also pre-
cisely the moduli (zero-mode) space of the 2-dimensional world-sheet theory. Moreover,
the criterion of conformal invariance, which leads to the target space equations of mo-
tion in string theory via the β-function equations, here led us to choose the Information
Metric on the moduli space which then turned out to satisfy the (linearized) Einstein
equations. In this sense, our construction has some similarities with attempts to use
Holographic Renormalization Group ideas to (re-)construct the bulk space-time from
the boundary field-theory data - see e.g. [23, 24].
The Information Metric (or more precisely its first order deformation δhGAB) and∫
d4xφ(x) trF 2(x) are certain operators in the gauge theory whose semiclassical ex-
pectation values define the on-shell linearized graviton and massless scalar field on the
instanton moduli space. Thinking along these lines, there are a number of questions
one might try to answer.
There are certainly infinitely many operators that one can construct on the gauge theory
side that are gauge and conformally invariant. What other (perhaps massive) fields do
they define in the bulk theory? On the gauge theory side we can compute correlation
functions of the above operators beyond the semiclassical approximation. What would
this correspond to in the bulk theory? These quantities would be non-local on the
boundary but local in the instanton moduli space. Does this therefore produce interac-
tion vertices in the bulk theory? What is the role of multi-instantons - multi-particle
states? What computation in the gauge theory would yield information on quantum
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gravity effects in the bulk? (We most certainly do not expect these to arise from a
summation over world-volume topologies as in string theory!) Etc. We believe that it
is worthwhile to attempt to understand these issues.
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